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• Contrast Optimization (CO) is a new technique for improving performance of imaging 
systems using digital detectors

• CO improves MTF at specific spatial frequencies

• Increasing MTF at frequencies the detector can resolve

• Allows worse MTF at frequencies the detector cannot resolve anyway

• CO is implemented via:

• A new merit function

• A new analysis feature – the contrast loss map

• CO advantages:

• Far faster than optimizing on MTF directly

• Optimization convergences more rapidly

• Much less sensitive to starting point than conventional MTF optimization

What is Contrast Optimization?
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• Modulation Transfer Function

• Measures the ratio of peak intensity of “bright” fringes relative to “dark” fringes for sinusoidal images

What is MTF?
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MTF is a function of the spatial frequency
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• Formally, the OTF is the auto-correlation of the Pupil Function

• The Pupil Function is the complex valued amplitude and phase of the wavefront

• The wavefront phase is measured in the exit pupil

• MTF is the modulus of the OTF and is a function of spatial frequency

• To compute the MTF at one spatial frequency we numerically integrate something like this:

• The MTF is generally very slow to compute exactly at any given spatial frequency

• The computation requires the product of the Pupil Function and a shifted Pupil Function

• This complex product is then integrated over a somewhat inconvenient boundary shape

How do we compute MTF?
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• The real part of the OTF can become negative, causing regions of “spurious resolution”

The MTF computation is also noisy
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• Most optical systems are designed to optimize image quality

• RMS Radial Spot Size for systems not close to the diffraction limit

• Say, more than 5 waves of aberration in the pupil

• RMS Wavefront for systems that are close to the diffraction limit

• Say, less than 2 waves of aberration in the pupil

• What about systems in between these domains?

• What about systems that use digital detectors?

Why Optimize MTF?
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• We can design an optical system for good image quality

• We often ignore the detector

• But the detector matters!

• Whether we use film or digital, the detector has a finite frequency response

• Maximum useful frequency in lines pairs/mm is determined by pixel size “d” in mm

• So, we should ideally design the optical system for performance that can be detected

• No value in improving performance of the image if we can’t detect it

Digital detectors change everything!
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• OpticStudio has supported MTF optimization (and tolerancing) for decades

• Implemented using operands such as MTFT, MTFS

• These operands integrate the full overlapped pupil function

• Return vales are the actual MTF which may be targeted to unity

• Disadvantages:

• Slow

• Sensitive to initial system quality

• Not good for global optimization

• Convergence not very smooth

• Is there a better way?

MTF optimization already supported
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• CO makes a simple but powerful assumption:

• We don’t actually need the MTF when optimizing

• We just need the merit function to go down as the MTF improves

• We want the minimum merit function to correspond to the maximum MTF

• Additionally, for optimization we want to retain derivative information

• The MTF computation involves tracing many rays and integrating to a single number

• Retaining all the individual derivatives as each ray changes OPD gives us more information

• The optimizer works far better

• More derivatives, no loss of sign information, less noise

• Faster optimization convergence

• Less sensitivity to starting point

Contrast Optimization
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• In the MTF integration, we multiply each complex pupil function point with a shifted point

• Then we integrate them all over the overlap region

• Finally we take the Modulus

• Losing sign information and all the component data

• Bigger sum is better (higher MTF)

• Instead, what if we just optimized on the phase difference in waves between the point and 
the shifted point?

• Optimize each phase difference to a minimum

• This yields maximum “length” of decomposed portion of integrand

Key Simplification
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• Keep every single pair of rays as a separate optimization target

• More numbers to optimize on – a decomposed MTF rather than a single positive value

• No loss of sign – immune to spurious resolution

• Extremely fast – only need to trace three rays

• Center ray, Tangential shift, Sagittal shift

• Solution space is inherently quadratic

• Merit function operands contributes as OPD difference squared

• No matter how bad the system is, we are optimizing on OPD – no modulo 2 pi issues

Advantages of CO
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• The new Contrast Loss map shows where the MTF is being lost as a function of pupil position

Visualizing CO
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• Think of RMS spot radius!

• A single number, derived from many rays, that summarizes image quality

• We have long used a ray fan plot to tell us WHY the RMS Spot Radius is what it is

• And how to make it better!

• But no such tool existed for MTF!

• We data reduce a large number of rays to a single number – the MTF

• But how do we make it better?

• We need to know WHERE in the pupil we are losing MTF – inside the integral

• The Contrast Loss Map shows you where the aberrations are, and how big they are.

Why do we need a Contrast Loss Map?
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• The large outer circles are the normalized entrance pupils

• The array of inner circles are centered on the sample grid points

• The size of each smaller inner circle shows you the magnitude of the loss of MTF at that point

• If there is no phase difference between the point and the shifted point, the circle is small

• If there is a big phase difference (say 180 degrees) the circle is large

• The “clock arm” optionally shows the OPD at that point

• The plot shows you where in the pupil you need correction, and the nature of the aberration

• Unlike the wavefront map, this shows where contrast is lost directly

• Not just OPD, but the phase differences for the spatial frequency of interest

How to read the Contrast Loss Map
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Example – Double Gauss – Wavefront Optimization
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Example – Double Gauss – Contrast Optimization
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• Optimizing on MTF is difficult if the system is not already well corrected

• With CO, you can start with poorly corrected system like this:

CO Is Robust
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• Optimizing using CO for just a few seconds to this!

CO Is Robust
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• Tested by running 50 cycles of optimization

• Three fields, three wavelengths, Double Gauss type lens

• Only relative speed matters here

• Traditional MTF: 28 seconds

• Wavefront: 3.1 seconds

• Contrast: 3.3 seconds

• Contrast Optimization yields MTF results nearly as fast as RMS Wavefront!

• About 8X faster than full MTF computation

• And delivers the same or better results!

What about speed?
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• CO is now one of the default Optimization Functions

• Just choose Contrast, enter the spatial frequency in lp/mm!

Easy To Use!
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• Contrast Optimization yields optimal MTF results at the speed of Wavefront

• Very robust method – works no matter how poorly corrected starting point is

• Very effective for global optimization!

• Easy to use

• Very fast

• Provides better performance for digital imaging than either Spot Radius or Wavefront

• As a bonus:

• Contrast Loss Map helps identify where correction is needed

• Ideal for Freeform optics

• First practical tool to decompose MTF computation to aid design process

Summary
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• See the paper: Contrast Optimization: A faster and better technique for optimizing on MTF

• Presented at IODC 2017, Denver CO

More Information


